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ABOUT AIRTLS Sport B.V.
As a subsidiary of AIRTLS BV, AIRTLS Sport BV does the marketing and sales of the sports tracking and
sensor systems developed and produced by AIRTLS BV.
Technologies:
UWB tracking systems
Bluetooth®, GPS
Motion Capture
Heart rate, MOx (muscle oxygen)
Haptic and optical feedback
Company summary:
• In house electronics production (>1M devices/year), made in Holland
• In house firmware and software (no 3th party code or licenses)
• HQ, Zaltbommel, The Netherlands
• AIRTLS Studio PL, 3D software development
• Brand-name ‘AIRTLS Sport’ for sports balls (soccer, rugby, handball)
The intended audience for this document are persons selecting a sport tracking, sensor and performance
analisys system. The document provides a solid insight in tracking systems using the current state of the art
technology and proof from independent parties to back up the figures.

From the makers of many industry ‘firsts’: AIRTLS

First broadcasted real-time UWB athlete
tracking during the Olympics RIO 2016.

First real-time tracked FiFa
compliant match ball 2017.

First live BBC broadcasted tracked
rugby players 2017.

With the experience in professional broadcast and industrial tracking systems AIRTLS now presents
its 4th generation system. Under development for more then 2 years a more compact, feature rich
and also important, affordable system is now available for sports and leisure. Solar powered
systems not only saves the planet but also saves on installation cost. New features like real-time
optical feedback bring new and more effective ways of training. Besides real-time game statistics,
tracking approved match balls and 3D rendering technology enables you to review a match from any
perspective.
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Technical highlights of AIRTLS Sports System
Comfortable to wear sensors.
3D tracking and motion capture in sports.
Human body load monitoring
3D tracking and motion capture explained
By placing 2 tags at the shin guards a much higher accuracy & reliability is achieved. Compared to the
typical placement of sensors near the C6 bone on the back/neck of an athlete using a vest.
For football/soccer motion capture of the 2 lower limbs as a minimum body sensor set is sufficient for human
body load measurement of the knee joint and hamstrings. The sensors are comfortable to wear between
shinguard and sock. Resulting in obstruction free movement of the athlete/player.

MATCH Quality Tracked Sensor Sports-ball
The only FiFa Pro match compliant sensor ball in the world. The sensor board is located at the center of the
sport-ball. The ball flight characteristics are not disturbed by using an ultra-low weight sensor (2.8g)
Active ‘play’-time per charge up to 100 hours for Bluetooth® and up to 6 hours for UWB tracking.
Active sensor set inside the ball includes:
– UWB transceiver
– Bluetooth® 5 transceiver
– IMU (Inertial Measurement Unit), up to19 bit resolution
– Magnetometer (compass)
– Pressure sensor
OPTICAL Feedback (indoor and outdoor)
This novel training method automates many tasks. Optical feedback is used to measure and
record reaction time to pass a ball through a ‘blinking’ gate. Since both the ball and players are
fully tracked, passing accuracy is recorded as well. Multiple players can be recorded when
dribbling with the ball as fast as possible between 2 gates. When times improve the player gets
optical feedback from blinking anchors. The trainer can monitor the performance on his smartphone/tablet.
Recordings are stored and shared for review in 3D. The powerful multi-color LED, panel is daylight and direct
sunlight readable up to 200 meter. Many more interactive exercises are supported.
GLT (Goal Line Detection)
Affordable automatic match officiating for goals and ‘off-sides’. Referee feedback via display.
4K Solar Powered Video CAM.
Camera and sensor time synchronization is a typical issue when using two separate systems.
In AIRTLS Sport solar powered anchors, this time synchronization between systems is integrated.
Mobile AIRTLS Sport products do not require wiring or power cabling.
Stadium systems mostly use power over Ethernet to also further increase bandwidth for data transportation.
AIRTLS Sport has extensive experience in setting up UWB systems in stadiums, outdoor sport venues and
Formula1 tracks. Solar powered anchors are to be mounted on the light pole around a sports-field between 3
and 8 meters high. A 4K 12MP UHD 50fps dome camera option is planned to be available for 2022 season
start. An 80 Watt-hour battery supplies energy for up to 200 hours of operation in total darkness. Charge via a
build in 15 Watt solar panel. Externally charging is possible using PoE (Power over Ethernet).
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Sports-balls: Soccer & Rugby
Currently AIRTLS Sport provides the only FiFa compliant match ball in the world with sensors at the center of
the ball. The sensor board weight is sub 3 gram which does not influence the 3D flight-path.
Active period per battery charge cycle
• UWB + Bluetooth® and IMU in high resolution (FiFa match mode, UWB:150Hz) : up to 5 hours
• Bluetooth® mode and IMU in high resolution (200Hz): up to 100 hours
When no motion is detected for 5 minutes the tags go to sleep mode which can last for multiple years
depending on the charge level of the battery.
Recharge period low update rate (1 locate/5 sec. for 40minutes/day), 3D position heart-beat every hour.
• UWB + Bluetooth® and IMU motion detection : 2 years of 500 3D-position-locates/day 24/7
• Bluetooth® mode and IMU in high resolution (200Hz): up to 100 hours
For a total of 1600 operational hours the ball is likely charged more than 200 times and battery capacity can
get below 80%. This typically coincides with the lifespan of a sports-ball.

4 sports ball types (soccer balls are fifa match quality)
Onboard electronics
2 Radios: nRF52840 Bluetooth® +8dBm, DW1000 UWB +0dBm
2 sensors: Motion capture (IMU): 6 DOF 19 bit, Pressure sensor, 3D Magnetometer (compass)
Energy: 500mAh battery capacity, charge via magnet connector opposite the air-inlet valve.
USB-A to a ‘magnetic connector’ charge cable (1.2m) with led current flow indicator: €9/each
SOCCER

Size 5: PULSE
®

UWB, Bluetooth , IMU

Size 5: WAVE
®

Bluetooth , IMU

RUGBY

Size 5: ZERO

Size 5: PULSAR

no sensors

UWB, Bluetooth®, IMU

Heart rate belt
The AIRTLS Sport heart rate belt connects via Bluetooth® to the tag.
Heart rate belt measurements and battery status is shown on the display of the tag.
The tag forwards the information in real-time to the system. To monitor and analyze
the HR data from all active devices to any phone, tablet or laptop in the field.
The data is stored for live playback or viewing and sharing between devices
using the free AIRTLS Sport mobile/PC software.
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AIRTLS Sport System

LPS infrastructural system components.

Mobile Field system.
An ‘anchor’ refers to a reference point for distance measurements using UWB (ultra wide band) radio
technology. Place for example 2 electronic devices left and right of the goal. The soccer ball has centimeter
accurate tracking + motion sensing. Tap with the ball on the goal post to enter it’s position. The software
application will then also show the goal in 3D. The system is easy to carry or store in a backpack. Powered
by standard 18650 cells and charged via USB-C. A strong multi-color LED lights up a semi transparent tube
enabling interactive training capabilities and real-time performance feedback.
Training programs are co-developed with PURE soccer academy. Setup of the system for
training camps on a field takes less then 1 min. At home or on the move use the portable
tracking system. The data from the system is picked up by the mobile app via a streaming
Bluetooth® connection. Tags can have an optional integrated GPS receiver.
Field system:
Place anchors at the light posts around the field around 4 to 8meters above the ground. This anchor type is
easy to install and powered by daylight (solar panel + battery). No cabling required. The field system is mainly
intended for training and narrow casting at the local clubs.
Systems can be mixed with the other anchor types like mobile anchors on the field.
Optional 4K 12MP 50fps camera (motorized control)
Data offload wireless: UWB, 5,7GHz, 2,4GHz, 4G
Data offload wired (upon request): 10/100 Ethernet
Power: solar powered or upon request: PoE.
INDOOR/OUTDOOR system:
Place around 10 small AIRTLS Sport standard IP67 waterproof anchors +/-3 meter above ground level.

Stadium system:
Place around 10 to 16 directive long range anchors at the upper ring of the stadium.
AIRTLS Sport standard anchors can be used near the field in case there is no full ‘ring’ in the stadium.
Installation examples can be found in the appendix.

Connectivity:
All anchors and tags can connect directly to the free 3D AIRTLS Sport mobile/PC application via Bluetooth®
For wired installation Ethernet/PoE, WiFi or 4G is used to stream data to and from the AIRTLS Sport cloud.
The free AIRTLS Sport 3D software for mobile/PC connects to the AIRTLS Sport cloud data service.
Sport analysis software: free AIRTLS mobile/PC 3D standard software
Cloud based sport analysis
Evaluate, track and compare to performance and improvements of peers.
Live 3D graphics and 3D replay of recorded sessions on any smartphone, tablet, PC
Windows®, Linux, Android and iOS. AIRTLS DCS (release date august 2021)
Windows®10-64bit: free
Mobile version (Android): free
Sport training software
Cloud based training program for teams and individuals.
AIRTLS-Sport beta release December 2021 in cooperation with PURE.
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System in action: use cases
The mobile anchors are placed on a field. The anchors measure the distance between themselves and
automatically show up within a few seconds in the 3D scene of the AIRTLS Sport standard software. The
bright LED panels on the mobile field anchors are visible up to 200 meter and adds an interactive element to
any exercise. The assigned tag to a player show the name of the player in the display of the tag. The tag
connects automatically to a list of assigned heart rate belts. AIRTLS Sport provides a near effortless
deployment of the 3D tracking and sensor system. The tag is placed in front of the shinguard to also track the
motion of the lower part of the leg. Sprint performance is therefor measured accurately. The loading of the
knee joints and muscle can be determined accurately the same way. To analyze this motion data, an
enterprise software license is required. The AIRTLS Sport standard software license is available free of
charge. There are 4 different types of anchors: Mobile, Field, Field-Solar and extra long range Horn anchors.
A mix of anchor type can be deployed on the field. Simple exercises like juggle and tip tap do not require
anchors. Some sample exercises of the system and the required devices are listed below:
Exercises

Description

Software
equipment(*)
ANCHORS version

TAG
PULSAR WAVE

1

PULSE

Juggle
Tip tap

Ball handling skills. Only 1 ball and
a mobile phone are required

1

Goal kick

Accurately track where and how
fast the ball entered the goal.

1

Fast dribble
Sprint
TPE
Target Practice
Banana kick

Dribble between 2 anchor sets on
the field, record the performance
Shooting at a distant circle of
anchors
Curved rugby kick

1
1
1

1.0

2

6

10

10

1.0

6

10

10

1.0

6

10

10

1.0

6

10

10

(*) To record and visualize data a mobile phone, tablet or Windows® PC is required.
TPE Target Practice exercise: Adding 6 anchors with color LED panel enables tracking the ball in 3D flight. For long shots place the
anchors in a circle of 10 meter diameter at 40 meter distance. When landing the ball within 25cm\]\
from the center of the circle all 6 anchors will flash the ‘bulls-eye’ pattern. When landing the ball to one side of the center of the circle:
in that case the flash pattern of the closest anchor well blink in a pattern which reflect how many meters ‘off-center’ the ball landed.
For fast dribble exercise: Place 2 pairs of anchors 20 meter apart. The player dribbles the ball from 1 gate formed by 2 anchors to
the finish gate. When improving his/her time the pattern will flash in purple. Else the pattern will blink in a pattern which refers to how
much slower the run was compared to the fastest stint of that player.

Windows®10

Mobile app

”GOAL KICK” exercise on mobile app & game statistics: like ball
”Target Practice Exercise”
possessions, forward passes and player highlights.
Example of the AIRTLS Sport 3D software.
Software road-map: Version 1.0: Oct 2021. 3D real-time for version 1.0 exercises for Win10-64 and Android. Cloud connected
Version 1.1: Q4. iOS version
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SYSTEM PRICING
Different combination of AIRTLS Sport products allow for highly portable systems for individuals ‘on
the go’ as well as professional stadium systems suitable for live broadcasting. The 4 standard
systems are mentioned below ‘INDIVIDUAL’, ‘MOBILE’, ‘CLUB’ and ‘STADIUM’. The table below
provides information on how many devices are typically required and its capabilities versus the use
case.
TAG
V = standard
0 = optional

ZERO WAVE PULSE

40
OFFERINGS use-cases:
INDIVIDUAL Anywhere
Individuals
Juggle,
tiptap
MOBILE
Portable
Individuals or 3D tracking
groups
system
CLUB
Club-field
Clubs
STADIUM
Fixed in
Profi clubs
stadium
Custom set

ANCHORS

200 175 70 300 250 750
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
0
0
0
0
0
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
v
150 300 300 300 350
600
1

1

2

6

44

6

44

6

24

The Wave ball has motion capture
+ pressure sensors + Bluetooth®.
Mobile app (Android, iOS)
3D player and ball tracking and
motion capture.

6

10

6

UWB range [m] @ 6.8Mbps
PoE or M12 5 to 30VDC powered
Magnetic charge connector
4K Camera PTZ AF, 80Wh,
GPS,Glonass, Baidou, Galileo
4G, LTE, 2.4& 5GHz Data-links
Ethernet (PoE)
Gyroscope (19bit)
Accelerometer (18bit)
Pressure sensor
Magnetometer
Display, optional haptic feedback
Bluetooth® 5.0 data-link
UWB ranging & data-link6.8Mbps
Price/each excl VAT [€]

Fixed installed. optional :4K, 50fps
cameras, all wireless
12 Stadium system

12

Optional: Heart Rate belt for AIRTLS system:
€ 65/belt. The tag connects automatically to 3 preset HR-belts.
Optional: GPS integrated on tags:
+ € 200/tag
Optional: MOx , muscle oxygen integrated sensor: + € 150/tag
Optional: UHD camera : + € 275/anchor/cam: license for camera system € 1000/year/club/field
Tags and sensorsportballs standard update rates: 1Hz position, 1Hz motion capture data: no hardware license apply
Tags and sensorsportballs pro update rates: 50Hz position and 200Hz motion capture data: €10/month/device
Hardware license is paid for 12 months in advance after which the device default back to a useable 1Hz update rate.
AIRTLS Software license
Platform
Fee
Cloud
Cloud software for analysis, bench-marking, 3D, Win10, Android
Free download for
Shared benchmark
training programs for mobile phone/tablet.
individuals & clubs performance data
Enterprise RAW data offload software-key
Athlete data is NOT used for global benchmarking

Win10, Android, iOS € 15000/year

Private undisclosed
performance data
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Pricing examples
Mobile system: SKU: 016700
6

Field anchors with RGB-panel

300

1800

2

‘Pulse’ UWB tracked sensor ball

300

600

2

Tag with display

300

600

1 year hardware license: fast update rates € 10/month/device

960

Software and software license (perpetual)

free

Total

3960

Optional items: Heart Rate belts

Field system / indoor system
10 Anchors IP67

300

3000

5

300

1500

300

4500

‘Pulse’ UWB tracked sensor ball

15 Tag with display

1 year hardware license fast update rates € 10/month/device

3000

Software and software license (perpetual)

free

Total

12000

Optional items: Heart Rate belts
Optional items: Integrated Linux server with 10/100 ethernet/PoE to offload data

Field system, solar powered
10 Solar powered anchors

350

3500

5

300

1500

300

4500

‘Pulse’ UWB tracked sensor ball

15 Tag with display

1 year hardware license fast update rates € 10/month/device

3000

Software and software license (perpetual)

free

Total

12500

Optional items: Heart Rate belts
Optional items: Integrated Linux server with 10/100 Ethernet/PoE to offload data. optional 4G modem

balls, belts and tags (moq: minimum order quantity)
6

‘Pulse’ UWB tracked sensor ball

300

1800

6

Heart Rate belt

65

390

6

Tag with display

300

1800

Notes:
– Pricing, excl VAT [€], ex-works, the Netherlands, FOB.
– All devices include 1 year high performance subscription (UWB 50Hz & IMU 200Hz). After 1 year, renewal is advised
for dynamic and fast sports like soccer & rugby. Without renewal the devices (anchors and tags) continue to operate at
1Hz (1 locate and 1 motion sample per second)
– due to Covid-19 stock levels and delivery times may vary.
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Real-time 3D sport-tracking

MATCHES

TRAINING NARROW-CAST
Reply games in slow-mo

Performance and human
body training load-sensor

The AIRTLS Sport system is an accurate system. AIRTLS Sport system provide motion capture of which an
important use case is to determine stress on the knees and hamstring during training in real-time. The sensor
tag has both ultra-wideband, GPS and Bluetooth® 5.0 to connect to local sensors like an heart-rate belt.
Motion capture is done using high resolution 19-bit gyro accelerometer and magnetometer. The sensor is
placed in front of the shin guard. Via inverse kinematics the actual load is determined (requires a prosoftware license)

9

Medical
Prevent injury like hamstring strain by detecting and warning in case of overloading an athlete or in case pf
not warming up correctly. All data is transmitted and analyzed in real-time. Recorded tracking data can be
reviewed later using the free AIRTLS Sport standard mobile/PC software. The load analysis of the athlete
requires the enterprise version of the AIRTLS Sport software (not free of charge).

Motion analysis of athlete, force vectors

Combining motion sensors and accurate UWB tracking enables 3D rendering of persons using inverse kinematics.

Performance and human body training loadsensor

To determine the load on the knee and hamstrings during training
and games is important. This prevent overloading and injuries of the
top athletes. The unique way to determine this load is by placing the
sensor tag in the lower leg itself (between sock and shinguard).
Accurate motion data is collected and forwarded wireless to the
system. Not only does this improve position accuracy of the UWB
tracking system but also provide all the required data (angular
rotation and acceleration)
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LPS capabilities

Feature

Implementation

Notes

1

Uninterrupted coverage Max range for tags is 750 meter at highest
bandwidth of 6.8Mbps using horn antenna anchors.
of the full pitch

Many stadiums in UK, Brasil, France, Germany and the
Netherlands have been fitted already with special AIRTLS
Sport directive antennas which eliminate typical backscatter
issues.

2

Latency

50 to 200ms delay. Data to and from local sensors
(Bluetooth®, heart rate belt, earpiece, motion
capture, GPS) is merged with the UWB datastream
on the tag itself. Lowest possible latency: < 5ms (on
request) for full wireless systems.

Typical allowed broadcast delay is sub 0.2 seconds. During
Olympics RIO 2016 0.18s was used for CNBC live TV
coverage. For Rugby Leage UK stadiums and SkySport TV,
0.16s latency.

3

Fixed installation
autonomous operation

All anchors collect a full copy of the dataset per cycle
(typically 80ms). In case 1 or 2 of the 12 anchors fail
(removed or blocked), the system remains
operational with marginal deterioration.

System deterioration is further minimized by IMU-UWB sensor
fusion and using 2 tags on the shinguards. Actual leg motion is
tracked with millimeter accuracy by the IMU. The inverse
kinimatic model covers for missing datasamples. Tracking both
legs ensures the correct position and motion plotted in 3D as
well as 2D.

4

Redundancy on all
levels

6 independent data offload paths per anchor. A full
data set copy is available on all anchors ensuring
redundancy.

– UWB data offload (default)
– USB data offload (up to 2000kbps)
– Bluetooth 5.0 (up to 200kbps)
Optional
– 10/100 PoE Ethernet
– Narrow band (5.7 GHz, also used to offload video data)
– LTE, 4G

5

Update rate

4600 locates per second. Including all distances to
all 12 anchors and 200Hz 19bit raw IMU data. Using
2 UWB channels and 28 anchors. A total of 128.800
distance measurements are done per second per
UWB channel.

6

Open protocol

allows for other vendor UWB tags to join the network REST API deploying Protobuffer® (the efficient, effective and
modifiable standard developed and supported by google).
Other supported standards: MQTT (optional)
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GPS

Optional feature of a tag
•

UWB transceiver

•

Bluetooth 5 transceiver

•

GPS receiver

•

IMU (32G dynamic range at 19bit
resolution: unique in the market)

•

Magnetometer

•

Display

•

Haptic feedback

IMU sample rate 32kHz, output 200Hz raw IMU data. AIRTLS
Sport uses special 19bit sensors instead of the common 14bit
sensors. 184 players/balls can be tracked on 4 adjacent full
size fields at high speed simultaneously and without
interference using 2 UWB channels in parallel.

Display 128x128 MIP
with excellent sunlight/outdoor readability

®
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Camera

Solar powered 4K 50fps wireless camera

9

GLT

Goal Line Technology

Similar accuracy compared to hawkeye

10

Offside detection

11

Mussle load

Inverse kinematics

Optional and requires PRO-software license
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SYSTEM PERFORMANCE AND SPECIFICATION
Channel
Bandwidth
Update rate
Method:
Range
Infrastructure
Latency
Synchronication
Location engine
Datastream
Item

4,5 & 6.5GHz
6.8Mbps,
4600 locates/second (IMU switched on) per UWB channel
128.800 distance measurements/second, UWB channel 2,3 and 5, TWR/TDOA
up to 300 m range @ 6.8Mbps LOS, (typical 200+m)
Full wireless UWB, 5.7GHz, 4G, LTE
Between 5 to 80ms, high accuracy mode <160ms (ms = mille seconds)
50ns between devices (wireless UWB sync)
3D, X,Y,Z [resolution: 1 mm]
3kB/sec/tag, including all 3D positions + distances, HR and raw sensor data
locates
/second
(per tag)

Tracking
Speed Range LOS
accuracy accuracy
6.5GHz
LOS sdev
6.8Mbps
[max]

[Hz]

1 cpk

[%]

Soccer ball

50

<8cm

<1

Shinguard tag
with display

50

<8cm

Mobile anchor

50

Field anchor
(solar powered)

3D motion(*) capture for
improved tracking
accuracy and human
force models
(*)
requires optional
software license
1 cpk

[Hz]

200 m

<2cm

200

<2

175 m

<2cm

200

<8cm

<2

70 m

50

<8cm

<2

300 m

Field anchor
(5..24V, PoE
powered)

50

<8cm

<2

250 m

Stadium anchor

50

<8cm

<2

750 m

There are no calibration procedures required for the motion capture (on the fly auto calibration).
Mobile anchor positions are automatically provided by the system by using the build in ‘auto positioning’
system. This places the anchors in the 3D-scene in software within a few centimeter from the ‘real world’ X Y
coordinates. For the highest possible system tracking accuracy it is required to accurately measure every
anchors 3D position within a few millimeter. Using a total station like the sokkia CX105 is advisable to
determine the position of the anchors in X,Y and Z accurately. A total station is also advisable for very long
range outdoor and stadiums. Situations where anchors can be 200+ meter apart. For the mobile field system
the autopositioning function has sufficient accuracy for automatic setup.
A free mobile app is provided to collect training results which is connected to a central server system (cloud
based). All system data can also be stored exclusively at the club IT infrastructure (not in the AIRTLS Sport
cloud. This requires an ’enterprise software-key’ (annual subscription/renewal fee applies)
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APPENDIX
FiFA Soccer field setup
2016-10 tracking test at FiFa Zurich. GPS based systems versus UWB (ultra-wideband).

Figure 1: Practical accuracy test for player tracking at FiFa HQ. Prototype ball tracking also demonstrated.
March 2015 FiFa allows wearable technoloy in the games.

See also FiFa TV (You Tube) : “The Future of Football: Wearable Technology”

FiFa. TV: E.Krikke AIRLTS/openRTLS on “The Future of Football: Wearable Technology” (FiFa. TV)
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Olympics: RIO 2016 stadium setup

https://www.airtls.com/video/RIO2016_athlete_tracking.mp4
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Rugby 2017: live real-time pressure/force during scrum
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INSTALLATION EXAMPLES
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Tracking technologies
Accuracy, range and cost for 1 soccer-field and 22 players for different tracking technologies

Only lasers, UWB, differential GPS and motion capture technology maintain their accuracy when
range increases. Optical tracking system have issues with reliability of accuracy because of
obstructed views in multiplayer / multi tag environments which yields typically about 10% false
data/mixed-up data.
Accuracy
[cm]
@ 20m distance

Accuracy
[cm]

Reliability [%] of tracked objects

Cost
x1000 €

@ 100m distance

(approx.)

GPS, GNSS
Bluetooth®

300
500

300
1500

CAMERA (reflective balls)

0.1

-

5

30

UWB

10

10

96

11

1 tag in neck (C6-bone)
UWB

AIRTLS uses 2 tags on the lower
legs per player

8

8

99

AIRTLS uses 2 tags on the lower
legs per player

12

<5

<5

99.9

16

5

5

99.9

Sensor fusion,UWB IMU fusion
and inverse kinematics
Sensor fusion,UWB IMU fusion
and inverse kinematics + camera

CAMERA (AI)
Using at least 10 cameras

2 tags on lower legs
UWB + IMU
UWB + IMU + CAMERA

90
70

®

Bluetooth reconnect issue and
inaccuracy at longer distances
99.99 Fixed cam close to target only 1
object to track
90
90% Mainly because of blocked
view

10
10
76
15

20
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Figure: relation between used radio bandwidth and accuracy versus chip suppliers and tracking companies.
Most sport tracking LPS companies use license free frequencies outside the frequency bands used for WiFi
to avoid interference. Ultra-wideband uses 2 channels which can be found at the top of the figure in green.
UWB Channel 3 between 2.4GHz-WiFi and 5Ghz-WiFi centered around 4.5GHz (4500 MHz).
UWB Channel 5 with 1000Mhz bandwidth centered around 6.5GHz. On the graphics below the frequency
spectrum it shows, based on radio physics, a bandwidth of 1000MHz results in about 10cm accuracy. Using
more advanced electronics, AIRTLS Sport has a +/- 2.6cm (1 standard deviation) accuracy in line of sight
conditions. The measurement noise level of +/- 2.6cm (1sdev) is the same for all distances between 0 and
300m. The above plot shows, based on the laws of physics, a high bandwidth is required to achieve high
accuracy. Radio technologies inside WiFi bands are allowed to have a bandwidth of either 20, 80 or 135Mhz
which limits the accuracy.
Vendor

Chipset

Bandwidth [MHz]

Accuracy [cm]

AIRTLS, Kinexon, Gengee,
Wimu, Sewio, Catapult

DW1000

500 or 1000

<10

Inmotio (sci sport)

Abatec

135

>30

Nanotron

Nanotron

80

>50

Zigpos

RF233

80

>50
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TAG and ANCHOR PLACEMENT in SPORTS

Tracking and motion sensors (wireless: ultra-wideband + Bluetooth®)
B: in sports ball

C1 and C2: (outer shinguard)

A: front or back of the player
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MARKET OVERVIEW COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS

Notes on LPS (local positioning system) overview:
LPS-Range is determined by antenna design and the use of low noise or ultra low noise pre-amplifiers. At higher a production cost,
ultra low noise pre-amplifiers increase range by a factor of x1.2. Antenna design on both transmitting and receiving side can
increase range to a factor of more then x2.5
Capacity is mostly determined by an efficient use of available radio airtime. Accurate and stable timing electronics like deploying a
TCXO as a LPS timebase allow to shorten the airtime thus increasing the amount of tags which can perform a measurement.
Accuracy. Deploying a TCXO as a LPS timebase. Although a TCXO consumes more energy it improves the distance measurement
accuracy. The measurement method determines to a large extend the accuracy. Oversampling (using more measurement per
second) improves accuracy in a statistical way. For high speed objects like sports balls, sampling the 3D position 50 times per
second is required. How many objects can be tracked using high sampling rates is determined by the capacity.
Interference. Using UWB (ultrawideband) to also offload sensor data like IMU (motion capture data, heartrate, GPS data)
circumvents the radio interference issue on crowded public used WiFi and Bluetooth® frequencies at 2.4 and 5GHz.

Validity reports: External links
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Vendor

Content

External link

Catapult

Accuracy FiFa check
Accuracy Olympics
check
GPS
Pricing

https://football-technology.fifa.com/media/172129/oct-2019-catapult-vectorlps-fifa-epts-report.pdf
www.researchgate.net/publication/324214939 Validity_of_the_Catapult_ClearSky_T6
www.researchgate.net/publication/258922748 The_Validity_and_reliability_of_10_Hz_and_15_Hz_GPS
http://spar.tamu.edu/Transparency/GetFile?id=8019&dir=PoDocs

Wimu

FiFa report

https://football-technology.fifa.com/media/172178/realtracklps-fifa-epts-report-nov2018.pdf
https://journals.plos.org/plosone/article/file?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0220729&type=printable

GPS,multicamera soccer
match

KINEXON
AIRTLS Sport

Validation of Player and Ball www.mdpi.com/1424-8220/21/4/1465

Tracking, MDPI

www.researchgate.net/publication/342851289

Accuracy

www.airtls-sport.com/docs/IEEE_7518395_ABB_openRTLS_report_uwb.pdf

FIFA reports for EPTS

https://football-technology.fifa.com/en/media-tiles/fifa-quality-performance-reports-for-epts/

Additional links:
A Buyer’s Guide to Athlete Tracking Systems for Coaches
https://simplifaster.com/articles/athlete-tracking-systems/
https://www.comparesportstech.com/compare-lps-tracking-systems
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DATA connections
CLOUDSERVER
- stores session data
- administration of users
- licensekeys

CLIENT APP
development tool for clients
to test streaming data from
livesessions or csv files

Recorded Session data
Exchange format: CSV.
QT DCS
Data:
Data Communication Server
- RAW sensor and ranging
- PROCESSED: 3D position, speed, spin,..
- EVENT journal (geofence, impact, ..) and user comments

4G/5G/WiFi

10/100 Ethernet PoE

UWB NETWORK
< 30 nano second sync
- position data
- streaming motion data
- network administration

INFINISCALE
Automatic self administrating of an
infinite amount of anchors.
Automatic 3D positioning of anchors
Automatic handling of roaming tags

Anchors stream all UWB
distance + sensor data via
Bluetooth (1 Mbps) and
USB in realtime

LOCALNET
Local serial bus between applications
using UWB as local network via BT or usb.
Latency 160ms, 200Bps
STREAM DIRECT
Streaming all sensordata between
Mobile phone and Wave ball (bluetooh only)
Pulse and Pulsar balls have bluetooth + UWB connectivity
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DATA output 2022/2023
Metrics of datastream and storage format
Captured sessions file format. 3 sections of data. RAW-sensor data. Caculated values and Event-Journal
RAW-sensor data part
cycleID

: Every cycle last 80ms +/- 15ns. Time synchronisation throughout a large UWB network is better than 50ns.

Period

: Every cycle consist of 5ms intervals. Using UWB-seat information events like an impact is timed to +/- 1 us (mirco second)

DID

: Device-ID. A short number of a device in the network. In the device property list you can find the MAC-address of a device
and other relevant info like to which heartrate-belt a tag will connect automatically. The name of device.
The HWID (Hardware-ID) indentifies the type/shape of the board (like ball, or mobile RGB anchor, etc)

Ax Ay Az

: X Y Z acceleration data. 1G is represented as 4096. Dynamic range +/-32G (+/-131072) continuously

Gx Gy Gz

: X Y Z gyro data in mdps, milli degree per second. Dynamic range +/-4000 dps (+/-11 revolutions per second)

Mx My Mz

: X Y Z magnetometer data in mGauss: if not switched on 32000 is default (32 Gauss)

W I J K : Quaternion
DID_A2A : Device-ID of anchor which performed the time of flight measurement to the corresponding tag DID in the cycle
TOF_1

: Time of flight of the 1st measurement in 2 x 40ms cycle. Expressed in dwt (1 dwt = distance of 4.6mm)

TOF_2

: Time of flight of the 2nd measurement in 2 x 40ms cycle

TOF_3

: Time of flight of the 3th measurement in 2 x 40ms cycle

TOF_4

: Time of flight of the 4th measurement in 2 x 40ms cycle

ARSSI

: UWB signal strength as received on the anchor in dBm. -77 is a normal strong signal value

TRSSI

: UWB signal strength as received on the tag

QF

: Quality factor of the UWB-signal, distance and strength evaluation + 1 bit to detect if device like anchor is upright or not

Calculated values
Xu

Yu

Zu

: Raw UWB 3D position data 50Hz default (max 150Hz) in mm

X

Y

Z

: Smoothed 3D position data 200Hz in mm

Speed

: in m/s

Distance

: in mm

Spin

: in milli-revolutions per second

Journal part of the CSV file
Class

: type of event, like kick or battery status report

Params : values/parameters of events and elements. For example properties of devices in the field
are reported at the start of the recording of a session
MISC

: miscellaneous

Accuracy is similar to Vicon kinexon reported in https://www.mdpi.com/1424-8220/21/4/1465/htm
Few notes. Since AIRTLS update rate is not 20Hz for players but 50Hz. A maximum of 92 tags can operate at the same time per UWB
channel including IMU data at 200Hz sample rate.
The UWB sport Ball operates by default on 50Hz and has maximum update rate of 150Hz. The AIRTLS accuracy is higher because of
higher oversampling of the UWB position. The ball tracking is also more accurate because the UWB-sensor board is placed at the
center of the ball on not on its valve. These are the main differences relative to the reported system
Kinematic model
Matlab kinematic model used: inverse kinematics. This part running in matlab is not yet integrated into AIRLS_DCS software for
win10 and android (later also for iOS).
AIRLS_DCS (Data and Communication Services). The AIRLS_DCS can forward calculated data and raw data to other 3th party
softwares over ethernet using protobuffer protocal. The API is described in the IDL file.
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3D performance software
Events are shown on the timeline. The timeline is used for replay the session from different 3D points of view.
When placing 2 anchors on the field. These 2 anchors form a ‘gate’
The user can identify the gates by making them blink using the 3 buttons G1 G2 G3 on the screen.
Every mobile field anchor has a powerfull RGB LED panel which is clearly visible. Even outdoors in bright sunlight conditions

Freekick/Penalty shoot
Registration of kicks
- speed of the shot
- how far off target. The target is the light blue area left and right in the goal.
- distance of the shot
- spin of the ball
- curve of the ground path of ball (as a percentage of the shot distance)
- the height of the ball when passing the goal line (GLT)

Target practice
Shoot the ball at the center of 4 field anchors at some distance away
- speed of the shot
- how far off center. When the center is hit a special light pattern will play
- distance of the shot
- spin of the ball
- curve of the ground path of ball

Reaction Time
When tapping on the ball a random timer is activated.
This triggers Gate1 to blink 2 to 5 seconds later.
The center point of the gate is the ‘target’ to shoot at.
- reaction time from blink to kick (*)
- how far off target
- speed of the shot
(*) The accuracty of the moment of the blink is within 60 nano seconds

Sprint
Sprint performance running between 2 gates.
- Measures the time to run between 2 gates
- The distance between the 2 gates
- Sprint speed
- Maximum speed
- At what point the maximum speed was reached as percentage of distance
Anchors can be placed at the same height on the field or at different heights which improves the accuracy of the Z-axis values.
Accuracy of X Y position remains similar
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